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EDITORIAL
Dear customers,
I am pleased to present to you today
the first issue of our PATRONAS customer
magazine. In future, we would like to
use this magazine regularly to give you
an insight into our company and present
the latest developments of our products
and service solutions.
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The past fifteen months have been a
great challenge for many people and
companies. The Corona pandemic has
impressively demonstrated how important a functioning digital infrastructure in combination with flexible system solutions has become for our daily
life and work. Once again, it has been
shown that technological innovation
coupled with creativity are the essential key to successful crisis management.
We at PATRONAS are proud that
- together with you - we have mastered this difficult time in the best possible way. We all know that we must be
grateful for having weathered this crisis
so well to date. But we also all know
that the now sustained technologisation
in asset management is an essential
part of this success.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all staff members who - often
from their home offices in the past
months - have worked with great personal commitment to ensure that the
systems and the daily support were
available to you reliably and without
restriction at all times.

On the trading side, we were able to
provide connections to numerous new
brokers and trading platforms. Our
clients benefit from interfaces to new
fund accounting systems as well as to
additional custodians.
PATRONAS has been offering successful solutions to the financial industry
for over 17 years. In the past year, we
also invested dynamically in additional
features and functionalities. Our focus
here was on order process automation
and the expansion of asset classes and
their electronic trading.
Important for you to know: In 2020,
the first recertification of our ISO
27001:2013 certificate was scheduled
with some pandemic-related delay. We
passed this successfully and with praise
from the TÜV auditors. Since existing
outsourcing regulations are constantly
being tightened, compliance with ISO
27001:2013 with a focus on the operation of our customer systems is an
important part of our service.
We hope you enjoy reading PATRONAS
INSIGHT and that you will take away
some food for thought.
With this in mind, we look forward
to seeing you again soon.

		
Our PATRONAS family is constantly
growing. Thus, we were also able to
expand our customer base in 2020.
Once again, our core product PATRONAS
OPUS in combination with our platform
solution PATRONAS QuickStart was
particularly in demand.

		
		
		

Yours, Carsten Osswald
PATRONAS Co-Founder and
Managing Director
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OUR NEW CUSTOMERS
Welcome to the PATRONAS family
(mlr.) In 2020, we were again able to welcome some new „members“ to our
ever-growing PATRONAS family. On the following pages, we introduce you to two
new customers from Switzerland and Germany.

PMG Fonds Management AG, Switzerland
Since mid-2020, the investment
boutique PMG Fonds Management AG
(PMG), Zurich, has been using our
portfolio management software
PATRONAS OPUS. PATRONAS OPUS
supports all of PMG‘s business processes efficiently and in compliance with
audit requirements.

can be managed in a single system.
This made it easy for PMG to decide in
favour of our software solution.

At the beginning of 2020, PMG, which
specialises in fund management, was
looking for a flexible portfolio management system that would meet
the increased regulatory requirements
and the company‘s needs for process
automation.

PMG Fonds Management AG
PMG Fonds Management AG (PMG),
Zurich, is an independent Swiss fund
management and asset management
boutique.

Due to new projects, the coverage of
the private equity asset class was also
very important for PMG.
PATRONAS OPUS is tried and tested in
both trading and compliance management. Both liquid and illiquid assets

The implementation was a complete
success and we are already looking
forward to the further expansion of
PMG‘s use of the system.

It currently manages client assets of
around CHF 3.2 billion in its domiciles
in Switzerland, Luxembourg and Malta.
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TBF Global Asset Management GmbH, Germany
TBF Global Asset Management GmbH
(TBF) has also been using our portfolio management software PATRONAS
OPUS since mid-2020.
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TBF‘s selection process showed that
PATRONAS OPUS best met the requirements at an excellent price-performance ratio. In addition, PATRONAS OPUS
had already been used successfully by
competitors.
The following features of our software
were decisive:
• Access to the database via API
• Many years of experience in trading
via FIX protocol
• Various interfaces for the import of
market data

TBF Global Asset Management GmbH
TBF Global Asset Management GmbH
was founded in 2000 by Peter Dreide.
As an independent asset manager with
assets of more than 1.7 billion euros
and renowned fund managers with
over 30 years of experience in the
investment business, TBF has a specialised range of equity, bond and mixed
funds.
TBF specialises in company analysis
and relies on risk-adjusted strategies
in the bond sector that have been tried
and tested over many years.
Coupled with an in-house risk model,
different strategies can be implemented in mutual and special funds.

OUR CX TEAM
About the art of enthusing customers

(ssr.) At this point, we would like to introduce the tasks and goals of our Customer Experience Team (CX Team), which was founded last year.
The CX team is made up of employees from the marketing and design department, from development and from the customer relationship area.

What is CX?
Customer Experience (CX) defines
how PATRONAS is perceived in every
external interaction. This includes
every conceivable point at which you
encounter PATRONAS and our brand:
conversations with the sales team, interactions with our company on social
media, browsing our website, using
our products, experiences with our
support and more.
In short, CX takes place at every point
of contact with you, our customers.
What do we do?
We steer, analyse and prioritise development topics in the area of usability in order to achieve a continuous
improvement of our PATRONAS OPUS
system. Furthermore, we take care of
the communication with our customers
and potential customers.

These questions are crucial to us:
How do we pass on information to you,
how do we get feedback, how do we
make PATRONAS OPUS more userfriendly, etc.? For example, we create
feature sheets (see page 8) on special
functions in PATRONAS OPUS and regularly offer you presentations on new
developments.
Customer Experience also includes the
following areas: PATRONAS Academy
including help page (planned), videos,
newsletter and magazine, LinkedIn
and social networks, website, marketing material, feature sessions and
user experience of all products.
We also do weekly test rounds, which
give us the opportunity to stay informed about innovations in the development of our product, to help shape
them and to report back our comments
to the development team.
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Why are we actually doing this?
Our goal is to create added value for
you and increase your satisfaction with
the product.

For this reason, we work very closely
with you. We receive feedback promptly
and usually already during the development of new features and implement
your suggestions and requests directly.

Our tasks at a glance:
• Actively maintain contact with our customers
• Improve the user-friendliness of our products
• Accompany new developments from the beginning
• Design our products and marketing material
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• Shape the external image of PATRONAS

FEATURE SHEETS
All information at a glance

(nej.) A first novelty from the CX team
are the feature sheets.
What are Feature Sheets?
Feature sheets are a description of
functions that we implement in our
core product PATRONAS OPUS. Feature
sheets summarise the most important
information and benefits of new functions in PATRONAS OPUS in a 2-page
document.
The sheets contain links to videos
and diagrams and are produced in
both English and German. The feature
sheets serve as a supplement to the
release notes.
If you are interested, please contact us
and we will arrange a system demonstration for you.

So far we have created feature sheets
for the following developments in
PATRONAS OPUS:
• Visualisation of market depth data
• The possibility to trade interest rate
swaps via FIX
• The bug reporting tool to effectively
report bugs to the support team.
What is our goal?
With this process, we ensure that we
stay in close contact with you and
receive regular feedback. Many more
feature sheets are planned and a list
of topics lies ahead of us. We look forward to the upcoming projects and to
working with you.
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PATRONAS OPUS
New developments and functions
(ssr.) 2020 was an exciting and eventful
year. For the employees of PATRONAS,
this meant, among other things, that we
worked simultaneously in the home office and in the office. We mastered this
challenge well. One reason was probably
the fact that at PATRONAS we are used
to reacting flexibly to new things and
meeting challenges with optimism.
In the past year, we concentrated mainly
on focal topics in development streams.
We put our focus on virtual cooperation
- and good results.
And even though the past year was not
easy, the result is impressive. Thanks
not least to your input and many
valuable suggestions, we were once
again able to significantly improve
PATRONAS OPUS and develop numerous
new functional possibilities. Our goal
has always been to anticipate current
topics and trends in the system.
The new perspectives in the system are
particularly interesting to PATRONAS
customers: the cash management,
collateral and dashboard perspectives.
These important innovations offer an
optimised bundling of workflows and
new functional areas.

What do the new perspectives contribute to the system?
Cash management enables the analysis of all cash-relevant information as a
central overview and control element.
This offers many new options for process design, for example the enrichment with supplementary cash flow
information, capital commitments
and capital calls from the alternative
investment environment.
The collateral perspective maps the
process of active/passive collateral
management.
The dashboard perspective provides a
good overview and enables the efficient revision of topics that serve to
improve data quality in PATRONAS
OPUS. The relevant checks can be configured individually for each customer
system.
In parallel, we also included relevant
regulatory topics in the system in 2020,
for example the advisory process.
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In addition, we are constantly expanding the rich range of interfaces to and
from PATRONAS OPUS - for example,
with the possibility to trade the asset
class Interest Rate Swaps (IRS) via
FIX on various Multi Trading Facilities
(MTF). In the meantime, it is also
possible to connect data providers to
display the market depth.
Of course, we also expand the connected
fund accounting and custodian banks
as required.
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In addition to function-related development topics, we also focus on usability issues. Our goal is to ensure that
PATRONAS OPUS, as the core system,
supports users in their daily processes
in an optimal way.

PROCESS OPTIMISATION
with the help of APIs

(akt.) How can we optimise our customers‘ business processes? PATRONAS
asks itself this question every day.
Our developers are constantly on the
lookout for suitable solutions to connect
software systems to applications via
defined interfaces (APIs).
PATRONAS offers HTTP APIs (Application Programming Interface) via REST
(Representational State Transfer) and
GraphQL for most of its applications.
Via these interfaces, other applications
have, for example, the possibility to
read, export and modify the data of a
PATRONAS OPUS system.
Actions can be started comfortably outside the PATRONAS
OPUS client. Manual input
via the user interface
of the PATRONAS OPUS
		
frontend is no longer
necessary.
			

The advantages for your
daily business:
		
Business processess
		
can be
				
• automated through
		
the direct integration
			
of the systems
			
• stabilised through
				
standardisation
			
• simplified through
				
a uniform schema
		
		
		

APIs can also be adapted
exactly to the technical
requirements.
PATRONAS OPUS can take on
the role of an orchestrator and
integrate other systems into the
internal processes.

Example:
You have a system that provides you
with daily updated prices. You use
PATRONAS OPUS as a trading platform
and would like to import the prices
already queried into PATRONAS OPUS
in order to save the costs of a new
price query. Using the REST API, it is
possible to save these rates directly
in PATRONAS OPUS during the initial
query with the data provider by means
of an HTTP POST request and thus
avoid new query fees.
Another example is the integration of
trading signals: You can generate the
appropriate orders in real time via the
API. Afterwards, an ex-ante check of
the investment limits is carried out via
the integrated engine and transmitted
to brokers within seconds via the corresponding trading interfaces.
The special feature of this is that there
is no need for time-consuming manual
import/export of orders. PATRONAS
OPUS guarantees the processing of
orders even in exceptional cases. The
entire process becomes significantly
more efficient and faster through
automation.
In this example, the price of an order
only represents any date in PATRONAS
OPUS. This means that all data that
you read or edit via the PATRONAS
OPUS user interface can be created or
modified with these interfaces.
With the help of the API, it is technically
possible to synchronise the data of all
software systems in your company. In
addition, you can use it to supply other
databases with information for evaluating or creating reports.
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„Schedules and batch processing are
yesterday‘s approaches!“
Every change of information in the system is signalled via so-called „events“,
i.e. events generated by the system
– this is happening in real time! In
concrete terms, this means that you do
not lose time by regularly carrying out
tasks, but react directly to actions in
the system
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Info on your Smart Watch
Would you like to receive a notification
on your smartwatch whenever a trading
partner rejects an order (Order Reject)?
With the PATRONAS OPUS API and the
event-based technology: no problem!
In PARTRONAS OPUS, all interfaces are
optimised for real-time data processing.

Workshops
And how does that work in practice?
PATRONAS offers interested customers API workshops in which experts
from the financial sector and software
developers work with you to implement
your use cases in the PATRONAS OPUS
test system.
We will provide you with tools such as
Insomnia (API Client for REST and
GraphQL), test access, demo examples
and OpenAPI documentation.
The aim of the workshop is to enable
you to implement your APIs independently in the future: a milestone in the
optimisation of your business processes.

PROCESS AUTOMATION
using the example of post-trade processing (confirmation)
in the order process
(tet.) We are constantly enhancing
PATRONAS OPUS for the benefit of
our customers, not only in the area of
APIs, but also in its core processes. In
recent months, we have focused on
process automation in the order flow,
since the post-trade process as a core
function of the middle office is a very
labour-intensive function. The executions reported by the broker must be
constantly compared with the orders
available in PATRONAS OPUS and all
relevant data for reporting to the
custodian bank.
Ideally, the order transmission to the
broker is carried out via the FIX protocol and is therefore very efficient. As
a PATRONAS OPUS user, you receive
feedback from the broker on the individual order executions directly in the
system.
The next step - confirming the executed quantities and prices to transmit
the data to the custodian bank for
settlement - often requires manual
data entry. We asked ourselves how
this time-consuming process can be
made more efficient.
Whether this is possible depends on
what data the broker can report „endof-day“ as a summary of executions ideally with information on fees.

If this is done in FIX format or SWIFT
format, a „Received Confirmation“ can
be created in PATRONAS OPUS. In order to further optimise the process, we
have developed an auto-matching
function in which the respective
„Received Confirmations“ are compared with the open orders in the system
and assigned whenever possible. On
this basis, you can configure whether
a confirmation should be created automatically by the system.
Immediately after the creation (manually,
semi-automatically or fully automated)
of the confirmation in PATRONAS OPUS
a transmission of the data to the custodian bank is initiated. This concludes
the post-trade process and the data
are available for further
processing in the reconciliation process with
the fund accounting.
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This makes the confirmation process with
PATRONAS OPUS much easier. All the more so
because most brokers now use SWIFT and FIX
formats. In summary, the automation of order
processes in PATRONAS OPUS brings you direct
benefits: less time spent and more efficiency.
Our goal is to constantly reduce the manual
effort for you!

The automation of the order processes is just one
example of how our PATRONAS team works on
optimising the systems every day. The exchange
and interaction with you is very important and
not least one of the secrets of the success of
PATRONAS OPUS.

Good to know: Meanwhile, specialised third-party
systems can also be linked to PATRONAS OPUS to
support the post-trade process (e.g. DTCC CTM or
Broadridge).
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CONNECTIVITY
Significant demand for eﬃcient order management
(abe.) Significant volatility and trading
activity throughout 2020 led to strong
demand in connectivity.
We see a noticeable upward trend in
the demand for system-integrated
electronic order routing. Especially in
times of large market fluctuations, it is
important to react flexibly and without
delay to global events in order to minimise portfolio risks as far as possible.
PATRONAS has an eye on the changing
conditions. Via PATRONAS OPUS and
PATRONAS TradeDirector, we offer you
direct access to a large selection of
international execution venues - fully
integrated into the system and with a
real-time connection to the respective
broker or trading platform.
As a customer and user of PATRONAS
OPUS, you will benefit in the near
future from the complete integration
of our order management system
PATRONAS TradeDirector into our core
product PATRONAS OPUS. With this
integration, we will provide you with
functionalities such as algo trading,
order aggregation/splitting, RFQ
(request for quote) and IOIs
(indication of interest)
as important order
management
extensions.

PATRONAS solutions also offer you
another important advantage: the
connection to FIXhub.net, an order
routing network with direct access to a
large selection of international brokers and trading platforms. This allows
us to offer you a very high degree of
flexibility in the choice of order execution. The number of brokers accessible
via the network recently rose to 77,
the number of connected trading
platforms to 12.
A list of currently available brokers and
platforms is available on the FIXhub.net
website (www.fixhub.net/download).
In addition, the integrated messaging
platform also enables a direct connection to individual execution venues
that are not accessible via a network,
either via FIX protocol or alternative
messaging standards. In this way,
users of PATRONAS software can
generate, manage and electronically
route market orders to the market or
broker of their choice in their front end
without changing systems.
All execution-relevant information is
transmitted back in real time and can
be processed further accordingly.
This complete, system-side integration
of connectivity enables you to have
an efficient and automated order flow.
This minimises risks and meets the
increased requirements of compliance
departments and regulatory authorities.
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Due to the still acute pandemic situation and the associated high volatility on
the international markets, we also see
an increasing need for trading-supporting functionalities and system-integrated options for the execution of
electronic orders in 2021.

In addition, we will further expand the
support of different order types and
strategies in PATRONAS OPUS in the
coming months.

Our focus will therefore continue to be
on providing our clients with further
international brokers and trading
platforms with our software solutions.
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Especially in times of high volatility, eﬃcient execution of orders with
the lowest possible latency is becoming increasingly important. We
accept the challenge and look forward to working with our customers to expand the spectrum in the area of connectivity.

OUTLOOK
Our goals for 2021

(cod.) Whatever happens this year,
one thing is certain: there is no
standing still at PATRONAS.
As in previous years, we plan to invest
in the future. In 2021, we will continue
to invest over 60% of our turnover
in the technological and professional
development of our products.
We are currently working at full speed
on the availability of illiquid asset classes
in PATRONAS OPUS in order to optimally
cover the portfolio and risk management needs of AIFs. In addition to the
asset class of real estate, our clients
will also be able to use private equity
as an asset class in PATRONAS OPUS
in the future.
A major advantage of this is that the
structures, some of which are very
complex in terms of risk and cash flow,
can be managed centrally in the future
in one system together with liquid
assets.
Another milestone is the integration of
our order management system (OMS)
PATRONAS TradeDirector into our core
product PATRONAS OPUS. This is one
of the most important expansions of
the past years, which we are aiming
for in 2021 and which you can already
look forward to. In the future, we will
provide you with an even more powerful OMS with PATRONAS OPUS, which
will make the parallel use of third-party
systems superfluous for the majority of
our customers.

In conjunction with our large broker
and platform network, this will make
fully electronic order management
even more convenient and efficient.
Our CX team will of course keep you
constantly up to date with these exciting developments and inform you
about the latest innovations and training courses.
Another investment in the future is the
planned use of web technologies in
PATRONAS OPUS. This is the first step
on the way to a technological playground from which our customers will
benefit more and more in the coming
years.
As you can see: We are working at full
speed to improve our products and our
development teams know no standstill.
Reacting flexibly to trends, constantly
expanding functions and keeping an
eye on customer requirements. This is not
only our goal, but also our motivation.
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We at PATRONAS are convinced:
With optimism and ideas you do not
only overcome crises but also successfully complete your daily work.

our lives. If there is one thing we have
learned from the pandemic, it is how
important it is to overcome difficult
times together.

But even if we have coped well with
the past year and look forward to the
current year with optimism, we wish
above all that a certain sense of normality would return to our work and

Direct contact with our customers even when we are not meeting face to
face - will always be important to us.
The exchange with you is what drives
us and provides impetus for our work.

With this in mind, the entire PATRONAS team is looking
forward to seeing you again soon.
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